Outokumpu PSC Nordic is specialized in cutting Moda, Core, Supra, Forta and Ultra range stainless steel grades.

In our scissor we can cut all types of steel including high strength steel. This type of cutting is very cost effective.

**Cutting capacity**
In our big and powerful scissor we can cut plates up to 6,5 meters in length and thicknesses from 2 mm up to 20 mm in stainless steel. Given the power of the scissor we are able to work with a small cutting angle which gives great precision and flatness.

**NC-steered input**
Our scissor is equipped with NC-steered input. This gives a high productivity and measuring precision. The scissor has also a programmable setup of the cutting bars tilt and column.

**Cutting/straightening of flat bars**
We have the possibility to offer cut and straightened flat bars in dimensions from 20 * 3 mm to 200 * 15 mm. One advantage with this is that we can offer customer made dimensions not available in standard stocks.
Working towards forever.

We work with our customers and partners to create long lasting solutions for the tools of modern life and the world’s most critical problems: clean energy, clean water, and efficient infrastructure. Because we believe in a world that lasts forever.